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Dear Editor D'Souza,

We would like to thank you again for your consideration of our submitted article ‘Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor-1 4G/5G Polymorphism and Retinopathy Risk in Type 2 Diabetes: A Meta-analysis’. This time we changed the sentence following the suggestions from reviewer and added both key words and abbreviations in context following your e-mail. Also we invited a native speaker to check the grammar of our manuscript again and did little minor revision accordingly. We also double-checked our draft with the journal style. The details of the changes can be found in the responses to the reviewers below and in the revised manuscript. We also checked the reported page number in our manuscript again according to the PRISMA statement.

We hope you and the reviewers find the revised manuscript satisfactory. Thank you again for giving us the chance to review our work for publication in BMC Medicine.

Sincerely,

Tengyue Zhang
tengyue.zhang@yale.edu
Reviewer Daniel Petrovic:

Thank you very much for your good comments.

Reviewer: Alisa Manning

Thank you very much for your comments! We have changed that ambiguous sentence as you suggested (Page 11, Last line, Yellow background).

Special thanks to you for your good comments!